
POSITION: SATELLITE IOT SALES MANAGER, LATAM REGION (FULL-TIME) 
LOCATION: REMOTE JOB  
DATE FOR ENTRY: IMMEDIATE 
 
ABOUT HEAD AEROSPACE GROUP  
 

We are an ambitious privately-owned company, specializing in commercial 
space market. Established in 2007 as a fully independent company, the Group 
is headquartered in Beijing and founded HEAD Netherlands in 2016 and HEAD 
France in 2018.  
 
The Group expects to be listed in Q3-2022. HEAD has launched our own 
Internet of Things (IoT) constellation, Skywalker, will currently five satellites 
on-orbit. The constellation will further be expanded with 16 more satellites 
scheduled to launch in 2021. Currently, these five on-orbit HEAD satellites as 

part of the 48 satellites constellation are providing space IoT communication via several pilot projects 
with local partners globally.  
 
 
ABOUT THE POSITION 
 
The Sales Manager of Satellite IoT, Latin America (LATEM) Region will be attached to the French 
subsidiary where the company is piloting global commercial Satcom IoT activities. The job is planned 
to be carried out remotely.  You will work closely with our VP of Sales and the technical team.  
 
 Launch of the Sales plan of the Skywalker Space IoT constellation service in the Latam region  
 Responsible in identifying commercial opportunities and partnership of the IoT constellation  
 Apply for satellite frequency landing right of Skywalker constellation in Latam  
 Sign up commercial distribution channels and service partners to commercialize our space 

IoT communication service and solution 
 Assist the management team to evaluation commercial strategy in IoT Sales  
 Market intelligence and competitive analysis on Space IoT offer in the region   

 
YOUR PROFILE 
 
 At least 3 to 5 experiences in the Sales experiences of high-tech sector, ideally in satellite 

communication or IoT sector  
 Strong capability in selling, closing deal, contract negotiation, client relation building 
 Excellent in commercial proposal preparation 
 Native in Spanish and excellent in English, both written and verbal communication skills.  
 Currently living in Latin America for a remote job  
 Ability to work independently under tight schedule and respect deadlines  
 Personal skillset: drive for continuous learning, sense of responsibility, ability to work in a 

multicultural environment; team player; ability to commit and deliver results. 

 

CONTACT: Mrs. Kammy Brun, kammybrun@head-aerospace.fr  
 

 

mailto:kammybrun@head-aerospace.fr

